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Hi! If you get this email is because your 
Brand has special products that makes it  
stand out from many brands and I think 
is one of the best!

I’m Fernanda CobaC, Model and Fahion 
Influencer. I just saw your products and 
They seemed to be awesome! I'd love to 
promote your brand on my Instagram 
with beautiful and professional photos 
and then post them. Then I'll be showing 
the wonderful experience, this would 
help to get people to know you, to 
increase your audience and have more
 clients, more sales and followers!
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GET MORE FOLLOWERS AND
INCREASE THE NUMBER OF SALES!

How I said before, I like your 
brand so much and I would love 
to work with you.

It is basically making a
 production with professional 
photos ideals for selling to the 
followers. The Photoshoot is 
going to be posted on my 
Instagram account with 107..603k 
real followers,
achieving an exclusive cam-
paign for your brand. This will 
ensure you to earn a good 
quantity of followers, clients and 
sell more your product.
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For me, good brands need to be known, 
that’s why I decided to keep affordable 
prices with a quality service.

I have two kinds of campaign: a campaign 
with 4 professional pictures posted on my 
Instagram account @fernandacobac 
costing US $170. And a camping with 6 
professional pictures  posted on my 
Instagram account @fernandacobac 
costing US $180. (price per photo: US $150)
When you get one of my campaigns you 
would never regret of this good choice! I 
promise you’d love the results for you 
media and you'll see your follower 
increasing really fast, and besides having a 
great number of followers your sales are 
going to increase immediately and you'll 
have professional and unique photos and 
for your Instagram! 

Next I’ll be showing you the latest 
campaigns.
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@BelindaPinedaLoveAndSwimwear
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F c @Marbella_Swimwear



@HotelBoutiqueDonPepe
@CastilloDeArenaBW
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@AccesoriosJuma


